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Kenya is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Africa and is one of the best places you can
choose to have your safari holiday from. The country has lodges and game reserves that are famed
all over the world hence calling tourists from all parts of the world. It also has plenty of safaris all of
which differ depending on the settings of the touristic spot.

One of the highlight in Kenya as far as safari holidays are concerned is the Maasai Mara. This is
actually the best reserve in the country and one that receives thousands of visitors. The visitors not
only consist of international tourists but also lots of locals and regional visitors who treasure the
many things this game reserve has to offer. On your African safari in the Maasai Mara, you will get
the chance to get a close up view of leopards, lions, rhinos and elephants among other wild animals.

There are also lots of zebras and wildebeests making the place one of the hottest places to spend a
safari holiday. The most amazing thing about the reserve is that it is purely natural with no
interference since the animals are found in their most natural surroundings. The lodges within the
reserve are modern but still look very natural as they consist of traditional materials adding a spice
to the whole safari affair within the reserve.

Even though you can have your Kenyan safari holiday at any given time of the year, it is important
to note there are certain periods when the game viewing is better that other periods. This is because
the different months come with different weather conditions something that can cause the wild
animals to migrate from one place to another. The best months to catch the animals include May to
August as well as the months of October and September since the weather is normally dry and
warm during these months.

While within the Maasai Mara, you will have a variety of safaris to choose from and they can include
balloon safaris, car safaris, walking safaris among many other interesting kinds of safaris. It is
important to always choose a safari you feel is most ideal for you in relation to the expectations you
have towards the safari. There are plenty of tour guides who have the pleasure of guiding you
through the safari. Whatever safari you settle on, you are bound to have lots of fun and memorable
memories.
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Glenn Marglow - About Author:
a Luxury African Safari  offers adventurous vacations, African safari travels, and tours. So if you are
looking for African Safari holidays or a Luxury Tour designed for Africa, luxury-a Safaris.co.uk is the
right place. Also read my blog at : a Glenn Marglow Blog.
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